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David Hockney and Benedikt Taschen at Hockney’s studio.

David Hockney signing one of the 10,000 copies of his SUMO.
Photos: Jean-Pierre Gonçalves de Lima

Back in the late 1990s, as Helmut Newton and Benedikt Taschen were 
working on the legendary SUMO in Los Angeles, the idea arose to one 
day create a SUMO together with David Hockney. “How great would it 
be to have such a book in the same scope and detail in glorious color about 
Hockney, the greatest painter alive?” Benedikt thought. “Imagine someone 
did this back in the day, with one of the modern art masters like Matisse, 
Picasso, or Dalí. And since David lives next door in the Hollywood Hills,  
I must grab this historic chance!”

This dream has finally come true: a spectacular overview of more than 
60 years of Hockney’s incredible work. Each page unfurls in a blaze of 
blues, pinks, greens, and oranges, and we are spellbound both by the 
artist’s vibrancy as a colorist and his extraordinary sense of the conditions 
of the world that surrounds us. In Hockney’s restless interrogation of 
perception and representation, we see through the exquisite sparkle of a 
turquoise Los Angeles pool or witness the mellow sheen of light on a 

muddy Yorkshire puddle or stand beneath the rustic majesty of Bigger 
Trees near Warter. These major paintings are joined by the artist’s drawings, 
photo-composites, multi-perspective collages, stage designs, multi-camera 
video works, and iPad drawings, each a panoply of looking and showing 
in different styles and media.

It has taken Hockney and coeditor Hans Werner Holzwarth over a year 
to select and sequence the more than 450 works for this purely visual 
trip through the artist’s oeuvre on 500 pages, building a dozen different 
book dummies, proofing the colors in several rounds to make sure all 
images are meticulously printed. Presented on a bookstand designed by 
Marc Newson, A Bigger Book has become an artistic object itself, perfect 
for studying Hockney’s art in every detail, in every stroke of the brush, 
and perfect for living with the works of one of the most popular and 
versatile painters of our time.

THe TASCHeN SUMO — A SHOrT HiSTOry ON A BiG BOOk

“TASCHeN books are almost designed to be collectible. it’s very common for them to gain value almost instantly.”  
—Abebooks, the world’s most popular platform for antiquarian books

Self-Portrait with Red Braces, 2003

THe  

DAviD HOCkNey  
SUMO “i think my  

whole work is made  
for this SUMO.  
Because it has  
a lot of variety.  

Not every painter  
does that.” 

This teaser has been printed in the actual SUMO size format and on original paper stock

SUMO copy number 1  

is world record holder  

for the most expensive  

book published in the  

20th century, selling  

in 2001 for $304,000.  

Originally priced at  

$1,500, copies of the  

sold out SUMO today  

fetch up to $20,000.
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“i know the book is  
going to last 100 years, 

at least.”
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SUMO

David Hockney. A Bigger Book
19.6 x 27.5 in., 498 pp., 13 fold-outs.  

With adjustable bookstand designed by Marc Newson. 
Plus an illustrated 680-page chronology book. 

Edited by David Hockney and Hans Werner Holzwarth.

Collector’s edition No. 1,001–10,000
$2,500

LiMiTeD eDiTiON Of 10,000  
NUMBereD COPieS, eACH SiGNeD  

By DAviD HOCkNey

Collector’s edition 
No. 1,001–10,000
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Art Edition No. 1–250: Untitled, 329, 2010

Four editions, each with an exclusive ink-jet print  
of one of Hockney’s famed iPad drawings,  

numbered and signed by the artist, 17 x 22 in.  
(frames not included)

Art edition No. 1–1,000 
$5,000

No. 251–500: Untitled, 346, 2010 No. 501–750: Untitled, 468, 2010 No. 751–1,000: Untitled, 516, 2010 

“A retrospective of 60 years  
of Hockney’s work…  

He says this book is what he wants  
to be remembered by.”

Art edition 
No. 1–1,000
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Beverly Hills Housewife, 1966–67

This teaser has been printed in the actual SUMO size format and on original paper stock



David Hockney in his studio, Los Angeles, 1984. 
Photo: Jim McHugh



© 2016 TASCHeN, Hohenzollernring 53,  
50672 Cologne, Germany, www.taschen.com  
All works by David Hockney © David Hockney, 2016
Additional photo credits for work illustrations in the SUMO: 
AGNSW (Portrait of an Artist); Prudence Cuming Associates  
(Nichols Canyon); The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles 
(Pearblossom Hwy.); © Tate, London 2016  
(Mr. and Mrs. Clark and Percy, A Bigger Splash)
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“There’s lots of  
books on my work… 

This book  
has everything.”


